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The  brain  is  a  complex  neural  network  with  interleaving  functional  connectivity  among  anatomical
regions.  However,  current  functional  parcellation  algorithms  usually  emphasize  independence  or  orthog-
onality  between  the  spatial  components,  with  the  interleaving  nature  underrepresented.  This  study
investigates  a  method,  Connected  Iterative  Scan  (CIS),  for  identifying  functionally  overlapped  anatomi-
cal  groups  with  resting  state  fMRI.  CIS  iteratively  optimizes  a  grouping  of  vertexes  in  a  weighted  graph,
using  a  density  metric  computed  based  on the  input  and  output  weights  of  a candidate  cluster.  In this
study,  CIS  is  able  to detect  the  overlapped  clusters  in a simulated  dataset.  CIS also  detects  that  the  default
mode  network  and  the  task  positive  network,  which  were  known  as  two  anti-correlated  networks,  are
raph  theory
rain  network
ub

overlapped  at the  posterior  cingulate  cortex  and  the  lateral  parietal  cortex.  CIS  also  detects  the  conven-
tional  functional  clusters  in  the  whole  brain  neural  network  (e.g.,  the  visual  cluster,  the  motor  cluster,
the  frontal  cluster,  etc.),  as  well  as  meaningful  overlaps,  and  also  revealed  the  possible  existence  of  an
emotional  memory  functional  cluster.  CIS  was  able  to  identify  several  hub  regions  actively  participating
in  many  clusters.  With  the  ability  to reveal  overlapping  functional  clusters,  CIS  is potentially  useful  in
revealing  the  delicate  architecture  of the  brain  neural  network.
. Introduction

In resting state fMRI, while subjects are not performing any
rescribed cognitive tasks, functionally related brain regions have
een observed with significant temporal correlations originating
rom the synchronization of low frequency spontaneous oscilla-
ion (Biswal et al., 1995, 1997, 2010). The concept of functional
onnectivity has been applied to resting state fMRI to capture
his temporal synchronization (Friston, 1994) in the resting state
etwork (RSN). Many methods have been developed to analyze
he functional connectivity, such as hypothesis-based analysis or
ata-driven methods. Smith and colleagues have published a com-
rehensive summation on these methods (Cole et al., 2010).

A  common approach for these analyses has been to select an
ppropriate seed voxel or seed region based on a research interest,

orrelate the average signal from the seed with all other voxels in
he brain, and determine the statistical significance of the correla-
ion (Biswal et al., 1995; Cordes et al., 2000a; Li et al., 2000; Stein
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et al., 2000; Margulies et al., 2007). This approach, although simple
to implement and popular in usage, is subject to researcher bias in
the selection of region of interest (ROI) (Friston et al., 2006).

Data-driven methods have also been developed as an effort to
capture the intrinsic connectivity in RSN without researcher bias.
These methods include clustering methods (Goutte et al., 1999;
Cordes et al., 2000a, 2002; Stanberry et al., 2003; Golland et al.,
2008; Morgan et al., 2008), principle component analysis (PCA)
and independent component analysis (ICA) (McKeown et al., 1998;
Oja and Hyvarinen, 2000; Calhoun et al., 2003; Smith et al., 2009).
Recently there are some attempts to detect the communities among
the neural network in the brain (Fortunato, 2009; Lancichinetti and
Fortunato, 2009; Lancichinetti et al., 2010). All of these methods
are based on the assumption that the neural network in the brain
consists of several orthogonal or statistically independent com-
ponents and aim to dissociate these components. Specifically, the
assumption is made that functional components are disjoint from
one another. However, this assumption may  not be strictly justi-
fied. Unlike anatomical brain regions, the boundaries between the

functional clusters in the brain network may  not be clearly demar-
cated. Many brain regions have been found with multiple functions
and should be considered to participate in many functional clusters.
Therefore, it is meaningful and worthwhile to investigate functional

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jneumeth.2011.05.001
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/01650270
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/jneumeth
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lusters with the ability to detect any spatial overlap among them.
This study makes use of a graph-theoretic clustering algorithm,

alled Connected Iterative Scan (CIS). The algorithm was previously
eveloped and applied successfully in inter-personal social net-
orks to detect and analyze overlapping communities. In social
etworks, such communities are common, since many people are

nvolved in more than one groups reflecting their various interests
Baumes et al., 2008; Goldberg et al., 2008, 2010). CIS starts by tak-
ng each vertex of the graph as a candidate set and attempting to
dd/delete each other vertex into the set as suggested by a den-
ity metric based on the input and output weights of the whole
et. Changes in the cluster’s membership are made only if the addi-
ion or removal of the vertex results in an increase of the density

etric. This process continues iteratively until neither the addition
or removal of a vertex results in an increase in the density metric.
onnectivity is maintained by checking for disconnection following
ach iteration. When connectivity is not maintained, the optimiza-
ion proceeds on only the highest density connected component
f the original set. This routine is run on each of the candidate
ets, and upon completion, all unique, locally optimal sets are con-
idered to be final clusters. In the fMRI data, preprocessed fMRI
ime series give rise to cross-correlation matrices. Correlation coef-
cients above a certain threshold are taken as weights on the edges
f the graphs (Fig. 1).

In order to test the efficacy and sensitivity of CIS, simulated
ata was generated. The performance of CIS is also compared with
he K-means clustering method, a traditional clustering method
hat does not allow for overlap between the resulting clusters and
equires that the desired number of clusters be specified. Two spe-
ific brain networks are investigated using CIS and compared with
he K-means clustering method. The first brain network (Set 1) con-
aining 31 vertices representing two well-known anti-correlated
ub-networks in RSN as reported in previous studies (Fox et al.,
005; Toro et al., 2008); The second brain network (Set 2) consists
f 90 vertexes representing anatomical regions across the whole
erebral cortex. The ground truth for this network relies on a pre-
iously published template (Tzourio-Mazoyer et al., 2002) widely
sed in graph theoretical based analysis in fMRI (Achard et al., 2006;

chard and Bullmore, 2007; Supekar et al., 2008, 2009; Gong et al.,
009; Wang et al., 2009). The goal of this study is to investigate

f CIS can replicate the known dissociation and also reveal possi-
le overlap between the two anti-correlated networks in Set 1. We

Fig. 1. The illustration of Connected Iterative Scan. (A) Illustration of the ov
 Methods 199 (2011) 108– 118 109

also investigate its ability to detect the well-known functional clus-
ters in Set 2 and to reveal possible overlap among them. In all the
datasets, we  compare the results of CIS and K-means.

2. Method

2.1. Simulation dataset

2.1.1.  Dataset generation
In  order to test the validity of the proposed clustering method,

analysis of a simulated dataset was  performed. A data matrix was
generated using a linear combination of 2 random vectors x, y with
2000 time points in each. A temporal delay of up to 10 time points
was used in this study to account for the hemodynamic delays typi-
cally observed in fMRI studies (Saad et al., 2001; Biswal et al., 2003).
Noise was  also introduced to vary the weighting between the two
vectors in the linear combination. Thus we  obtained 9 vectors with
6 describing the original signal and the delay of each signal and
another 3 describing the linear combination:

x  = rand1; y = rand2;
delay = ceil(abs(rand3) ∗ 5)
X = [x, x + delay, x − delay];
XY = [w1x + w2y, w1x + w2y + delay, w1x + w2y − delay];
Y = [y, y + delay, y − delay];
w1 = rand4 ∗ 0.001 + 0.5; w2 = rand5 ∗ 0.001 + 0.5.

(1)

And the final dataset was constructed as

M = [X, XY, Y]; (2)

Therefore,  M2000×9 has three components which were generated
to have overlap between them.

In order to test the robustness of the clustering algorithms, we
generated 10 such datasets by regenerating the random numbers
in (1). Noise was  added to M by adding a random number to each
element of M to generate M2 (Fig. 2A). The following clustering
algorithms were performed on each implementation of M and M2.
2.1.2. Clustering with CIS
A  weighted graph was constructed by considering each column

of M as a vertex and the correlation coefficients between each
pair of the 9 vertices as the weights on the edges between them

erlapping clusters. (B) Illustration of the procedure of the algorithm.
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ig. 2. The clustering results on the simulation dataset. (A) The original data. (B)
lustering results from CIS. (E) The robustness of performance of K-means (K = 2 and
he  robustness was  measured by the correlation (CC) of output cluster results from

Fig. 2B). CIS starts by taking each vertex as a candidate set, and
t iterates though each of all other vertices, attempting to add or
emove the vertex from the set if such changes could increase
he density metric. This continues until no vertices, when added

r removed, result in an increase in density metric of the can-
idate set. This routine is run on each of the candidate sets, and
pon completion, all unique, locally optimal sets are considered as
lusters.
lation coefficients among the 9 vectors. (C) Clustering results from K-means. (D)
) and CIS over 10 implementation of the simulation dataset (M) with random noise.
d M with additional random noise on each of its elements (M2).

Selecting an appropriate density metric is important to CIS. Tra-
ditionally, the density metric defined as

Density = win (3)

win + wout

has  been used for social networks, where win is the sum of weights
(which is the standardized correlation coefficient) of all edges inter-
nal to the cluster and wout is the sum of weights of all edges
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hich connect vertexes in the cluster to vertexes outside the clus-
er. However, in the brain network, whose connections are much
enser than social networks, this is inappropriate since clusters are
ncouraged to grow to include the whole graph. Therefore, we con-
ider a new density function paired with a filtering of edge weights
ive as

ensity = win

win + wout
+ � ∗ 2 ∗ win

c ∗ (c − 1)
(4)

here c is the size of the cluster being examined. The second term in
he function penalizes those groups which do not have high values
f pair wise correlation within the vertex set, to prevent clusters
rom growing too big. Edge probability (EP) is defined as

P = 2 ∗ win

c ∗ (c − 1)
.  (5)

The  first term in the density metric reflects how isolated a cluster
s from other elements in the whole data set, while the EP metric
eflects the level of connectedness of the cluster.

.1.3. Clustering with K-means
To  serve as a reference, we also applied the K-means clustering

ethod. The correlation coefficients between the 9 vectors were
sed as measurements of distances. The K-means clustering algo-
ithm has two phases: in the first phase, each point is assigned to its
earest cluster centroid in the dataset, followed by recalculation of
he cluster centroids; in the second phase, the points are reassigned
f doing so can reduce the sum of distances, and cluster centroids
re recalculated after each reassignment. Such a process iterates
hrough all points in the dataset (Spath, 1985). We  used the imple-

entation in the Matlab statistics toolbox for this analysis (The
athWorks, Natick, MA), setting K to 2 and 3.

.2. Biological dataset

.2.1.  Data acquisition
A  7 min  resting state fMRI scan and an accompanying high res-

lution anatomical scan was obtained from 30 normal subjects.
he subjects were instructed not to move during the scanning ses-
ion. They were instructed to relax, breathe normally, and refrain
rom systematic thinking on anything in particular. The subjects did
ot have any history of neurological or psychiatric disorders. The
xperimental protocol was approved by the Research Ethics Review
oard of the Institute of Psychology, Chinese Academy of Sciences.
ritten informed consent was obtained from each participant.
Structural and functional images were acquired on a GE

.0 T Signa Excite Gemse MRI  system (GE Healthcare, Milwau-
ee, WI,  USA) at Huaxi Magnetic Resonance Research Center
West China Hospital, Chengdu, China). 3D structural MRI  was
cquired from each subject using a T1-weighted MPRAGE sequence
TR/TE = 8.5 ms/3.4 ms,  TI = 400 ms,  FOV = 28 cm,  flip angle = 12◦),
ielding 156 contiguous axial slices (1 mm thick) covering
he whole brain. Resting state BOLD fMRI was obtained with
n EPI sequence (TR/TE = 2000/30 ms,  FOV = 24 cm × 24 cm,  flip
ngle = 90◦). 200 volumes of 28 contiguous axial slices at

 mm thickness (without gaps) covering the whole brain were
cquired from each subject (subjects were instructed to remain
wake with their eyes closed). The original voxel size was
.75 mm × 3.75 mm × 5 mm.

.2.2. Data preprocessing
The  individual anatomical data was normalized to Talairach
nd Tournoux space (Talairach and Tournoux, 1988). The follow-
ng pre-processing was performed on each individual’s functional
ata: discarding the first 10 volumes for scanner calibration, slice
iming, motion correction, removal of linear drift, smoothing with
 Methods 199 (2011) 108– 118 111

a  Gaussian filter of 6 mm FWHM,  and registration to its corre-
sponding normalized anatomical data. A regression analysis was
conducted with the following regressors: the estimated profiles of
head motion (three for translation and three for rotation), the aver-
age time series from white matter and CSF, therefore to remove
identifiable variance in the BOLD signal (Fox et al., 2005). The resid-
uals from the regression were then used for the following analysis.
None of the subjects’ head motion in any direction exceeded one
voxel, so no subject was excluded.

2.2.3. Graph generation
2.2.3.1.  Set 1. Previously a meta-analysis published 31 peak loca-
tions of two  anti-correlation networks in resting state (Toro et al.,
2008); we extracted the mean time series from four voxels sur-
rounding the reported coordinates in that study and constructed a
symmetric correlation matrix of Pearson’s correlation coefficients
(r) for each subject. The 31 by 31 matrix of each individual was
transformed via Fisher r–z transformation (Fisher, 1915) to allow
for averages to be taken across the whole group. After the Fisher
r–z transformation, we calculated the group average Z-transformed
correlation coefficients (R-matrix) as well as the corresponding
standard deviation (SD-matrix). By having each element in the R-
matrix divided by the corresponding element in the SD-matrix, we
further obtained the normalized group average Z-matrixes which
are shown in Fig. 4C. We  further threshold the Z-matrix to con-
struct the adjacency matrixes in the following ways for three kinds
of graphs:

(1) r ≤ T (T = −0.5 to −0.1), with corresponding graphs called Nega-
tive  Network.

(2) r ≥ T (T = 0.1–0.5), with corresponding graphs called Positive
Network.

(3) |r| ≥ T (T = 0.1–0.5), with corresponding graphs called Absolute
Network.

Note: The r scores were transformed to z scores also with the Fisher
r–z transform, and the threshold (T) values were used at a 0.1 step,
i.e., 0.1–0.5 means 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5.

The adjacency matrices were further weighted with the stan-
dardized correlation coefficient (Z scores), to created a weighted
graph for CIS. The reasons for thresholding the graphs are discussed
in Section 3.

2.2.3.2.  Set 2. The functional data was  parcellated into 90 anatomi-
cal regions using the anatomical automatic labeling (AAL) template
(Tzourio-Mazoyer et al., 2002). Mean time series were extracted
from each of the regions, and a symmetric correlation matrix for
each subject was constructed with the Pearson’s correlation coef-
ficients (r) between each pair of regions. The 90 by 90 matrix
of each individual was  transformed via Fisher r–z transformation
(Fisher, 1915) to allow for averaging across the whole group. We
also obtained the R-matrix, the SD-matrix and the Z-matrix, as well
as the three kinds of graphs (Negative Network, Positive Network and
Absolute Network) with the same methods as we  used on Set 1. For
the purpose of visualization, we  averaged the time series of the left
and right sides of each anatomical region, and obtained the cor-
responding 45 by 45 matrixes with the same methods. These are
shown in Fig. 5C. The adjacency matrix was  also weighted with the
standardized correlation coefficient (Z scores), to create a weighted
graph for CIS.

2.2.4.  Clustering with CIS

The  same processing as in the simulation dataset (Section 2.1.3)

was applied on the two biological datasets. Furthermore, based
on the degree of overlap between the clusters, we detected jus-
tified pairs (JPs) of overlap with the overlap elements constituting
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Table 1
The  clustering results and ROI membership in dataset 1. K = 2: output from the K-
means clustering method with cluster number specified as 2. CIS: output from the
Connected Iterative Scan method.

ROI Ref* K = 2 CIS

IPS-L p C1 C3
IPS-R p C1 C3
vIPS-L p C1 C3
vIPS-R p C1 C3
FEF-L p C1 C3
FEF-R p C1 C3
iPCS-L p C1 C3
SMA/preSMA p C1 C3
DLPFC-R p C2 C2,C3
vOC-L p C1 C3
vOC-R p C1 C3
aIns-L p C1 C3
aIns-R p C1 C3
aIns-R2 p C1 C3
vFEF-L p C2 C1,C2
vFEF-R p C1 C3
vOC-L2 p C2
Th-L p C2 C1,C3
Cb-R p C2 C1,C2
pCC1 d C2 C1,C2,C3
pCC2 d C1 C1,C2,C3
LPC-L d C2 C1,C2,C3
aCC1 d C2 C1,C2,
aCC2 d C2 C2
SFC-L d C2 C2
SFC-R d C2 C2
iTC-R d C2 C2
paraHipp-L d C2 C1
paraHipp-R d C2 C1
12 X. Yan et al. / Journal of Neuros

0–90% of either cluster. Pairs with the overlap taking up above 90%
f either cluster were merged into one cluster.

We further identified hub regions with the hub index defined as

ndexHub =
(

K∑
|T |

freq(JPT ) ∗
∣∣∣ T

10

∣∣∣
)

∗
(

K⋂
|T |

freq(JPT )

)
(6)

here  T is the threshold on the Z-matrix for generating graphs. K = 5
or the graph from the positive network and K = 3 for the graph from
he negative network. A region was considered as a hub region only
f it occurred in a JP among the clustering results of graphs from all
hresholds under investigation; because if for any T, freq(JPT) = 0
ill result in a 0 value for the second factor of (6), further resulting

n a 0 value for the IndexHub. The contribution of JP from graphs at
ifferent thresholds was weighted accordingly. Compared to previ-
us direct graph theoretical measurements in determining the hub
egions, the above criteria is very stringent.

.2.5. K-means clustering
The  same algorithm as in the simulation dataset (Section 2.1.3)

as applied here. Numbers of clusters (“K”) for each dataset were
et based on the cluster numbers from CIS, i.e., Kset1 = 3 and Kset2 = 6.

. Results

.1. Simulation set

.1.1.  Cluster results presentation algorithm
In order to present the clustering results vividly, we constructed

 symmetric matrix N9×9 with cluster identifications (ID). The clus-
ers were ranked with their sizes, and the smallest cluster was given
D1 and the largest cluster was given IDd. For each pair of elements
ci,k, cj,k) in a cluster IDk, Nci,cj

was assigned the value IDk. For ele-
ents participating in more than one clusters, the value was the

ddition of half of the new cluster ID and the existing values at that
lement, i.e.,

ci,cj
=
{

IDk(Nci,cj = 0)

(Mci,cj + IDk) ∗ 0.5(Nci,cj /=  0)
(k = 1, 2, . . . , d) (7)

.1.2.  Clustering results
The  clustering algorithms were performed on each realization of

 and M2, with M2 being the matrix with noise added to M. In order
o test the robustness of the clustering algorithms, we correlated
he corresponding matrix with the cluster results N and N2, and
btained CC as defined in (8), i.e., the average of the absolute values
f the correlation coefficients of the whole matrix, with a higher
alue indicating greater robustness of the algorithm.

Cm = mean(abs(corr(N, N2))), m = 1, 2, ..., 10 (8)

In  most cases, CIS output two clusters [X, XY], [XY, Y], reflecting
he intrinsic overlap in the dataset (Fig. 2D). Additionally, the out-
ut of CIS is very robust and consistent (Fig. 2E). The output of K
eans is relatively not robust and not consistent (Fig. 2E), with a

ypical output being presented in Fig. 2C, which breaks apart the
ntrinsic components in the data.

.2. Biological dataset

.2.1.  Threshold effect
The  reason for thresholding the Z matrix is to explore the proper

riteria for determining the existence of an edge in the graph. The

ffect of different thresholds on the clustering results is demon-
trated in Fig. 3. As the figure shows, the threshold of 0.3 on the
ositive network gave reasonable cluster size and cluster num-
er. The clustering results using this threshold are plotted below
NA d C2 C1,C2
iTC-R2 d C2 C1,C2

(Figs. 4 and 5). All thresholds were considered when identifying
hub regions.

3.2.2. Cluster results of Set 1 with CIS
In this dataset, CIS was able to detect the two  clusters that

were previously differentiated as a task-positive network (cluster
3 in Table 1) and a default mode network (cluster 2 in Table 1);
we also found that vFEF-L, Cb-R of the task-positive network and
pCC1,pCC2,LPC-L, DLPFC-R of the default mode network are the
overlapping elements of the two  clusters. Additionally, CIS also
identified a sub-cluster of the default mode network, which is over-
lapped with the task-positive network.

3.2.3. Cluster results of Set 2 with CIS
6 clusters were identified in this dataset. They were highly

overlapped with each other, including a hippocampus & amygdala
cluster (cluster 1 in Table 2), a visual cluster (cluster 2 in Table 2),
a motor–somatosensory cluster (cluster 3 in Table 2), as well as a
frontal–cingulate cluster (cluster 4 in Table 2). It was  discovered
that cluster 1 and cluster 2 were overlapped at the fusiform cortex,
cluster 2 and cluster 3 were overlapped at the superior parietal cor-
tex, and cluster 2 and cluster 4 were overlapped at the precuneus.
This might indicate that the fusiform cortex is critical for the com-
munication between the hippocampus & amygdale system and the
visual network, the superior parietal cortex is critical for the com-
munication between the visual network and motor–somatosensory
network, while the precuneus is critical for the communication
between the visual network and the frontal–cingulate network.

A  frontal–temporal cluster was  identified (cluster 6) which over-

laps with the frontal–cingulate cluster (cluster 4). The primary
sensory regions (precentral cortex, postcentral cortex, olfactory
cortex, fusiform cortex and angular cortex) were grouped together
as the hippocampus and parahippocampal cortex, the amygdala,
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Fig. 3. Clustering output parameters across different thresholds. The thresholds were used as defined for the three networks in Section 2. The dashed lines stand for
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easurements of corresponding colors shown in the legend, but from the absolute 

hresholds with ill outputs (e.g., outputting only 1 cluster) were not used in further
eferred to the web version of the article.)

he insula and the middle and inferior frontal cortex (cluster 5),
hich might indicate the existence of a network consisting of the

rimary sensory regions and the hippocampus–amygdala system
s well as the frontal cortex, serving for certain important functions
uch as the formation and consolidation of emotional memory.

ig. 4. (A) Cluster results of Set 1 (31 vertexes). Colors labeled the cluster IDs in Table 

ntermediate color. Refer to Table 1 for detailed clustering results and explanation of the a
n  the same way as in (A). (C) The matrix of group average correlation coefficients, in the f

e  can see blurry clusters in such raw data. (For interpretation of the references to color
rk. Thresholds were chosen based on the appropriateness of the clustering results,
sis. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is

3.2.4. Hub regions in the whole brain network (Set 2)
In  the whole brain network (Set 2), the parcellated regions in
the frontal cortex, the parietal cortex and the visual system served
as hub regions, as well as the both the anterior cingulate cortex and
the cuneus (Fig. 6; Table 3). We  identified such regions in the brain

1. If an element is the overlap between two or more clusters, it will be set to an
bbreviations. (B) Cluster results of K-means clustering algorithm. Colors are labeled
orm of Z scores, which is the matrix based on which graphs were generated for CIS.

 in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of the article.)
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Fig. 5. (A) Cluster results of the whole brain dataset. Colors labeled the cluster IDs in Table 2. If an element is the overlap between two or more clusters, it will be set to an
intermediate color. Refer to Table 2 for detailed clustering results. (B) Cluster results of K-means clustering algorithm. Colors are labeled in the same way as in (A). (C) The
matrix of group average correlation coefficients, in the form of Z scores, which is the matrix based on which graphs were generated for CIS. We  can see blurry clusters in
s ing a
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uch  raw data. Note: To facilitate illustration, the left and right sides of correspond
nterpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred 

tlas to demonstrate their locations (Fig. 7). No hub regions were
dentified in Set 1 because there were no JPs across all thresholds
see Fig. 3A).

For  comparison, we also plotted the degrees of each region (i.e.,
he number of edges from a vertex in a graph) as shown in Fig. 8.

e can see that the motor and somatosensory areas, the olfactory
ortex have degrees above one standard deviation from the algo-
ithm average (however, since the degree distribution is not normal
the right curve on the right side of Fig. 8), the use of algorithm
verage and standard deviation is only putative rather than strictly
eflecting the sample), together with the amygdala and the cau-

ate. Previous studies have reported strictly defined hub regions

n terms of the shorted regional path length, and most of the hub
egions identified in the current study were previously reported
Table 3).

ig. 6. Hub regions. Hub regions were identified in three kinds of networks via hub inde
ppears in justified pairs (with 10–90% overlap) among the clustering results of graphs fr
natomical region were merged into one element in each of the three figures. (For
 web version of the article.)

4. Discussion

In the current study, a graph-theoretic based clustering algo-
rithm, Connected Iterative Scan (CIS), was  applied to analyze
the functional connectivity in the brain network formulated via
resting state fMRI data. Unlike traditional clustering methods,
CIS allows for identified clusters to overlap. Results from the
simulation dataset confirmed that CIS outperforms K-means in
terms of the robustness and consistency, as well as the capa-
bility to capture the overlap between functional clusters. In
RSN, CIS successfully detected the two anti-correlated networks,

as well as functional clusters including the visual cluster, the
motor–somatosensory cluster, the amygdala–hippocampus clus-
ter, and the frontal–cingulate cluster. CIS also detected overlaps
between them, a dimension previously ignored by other methods.

x as defined in formula (6). A region is considered as a hub region if and only if it
om all thresholds under investigation.
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Fig. 7. Locations of the hub regions in the brain. Regions were labeled in different colors to indicate in which brain network they served as hubs. Abbreviations in the color
bar follow that in Table 3. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web  version of the article.)

Fig. 8. The degree of each region in the whole brain network. The red horizontal lines are the algorithmic mean, one and two standard deviation above the algorithmic mean
subsequently. The red plot on the rightmost side of the figure is the frequency distribution of degrees in this graph. Since the degree does not follow normal distribution, the
use  of algorithmic mean and standard deviation is putative rather than strict. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the
web  version of the article.)
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Table 2
The  clustering results and ROI membership in dataset 2. K = 6: in the K-means clus-
tering method, the number of clusters was set to 6. CIS: the Connected Iterative Scan
method.

ROI Ref K = 6 CIS

Precentral Motor-Somatosensory C1 C3,C6
Rolandic Motor-Somatosensory C2 C3,C6
SuppMotor Motor-Somatosensory C3 C3,C5
PostCentral Motor-Somatosensory C1 C3,C6
ParietalSup Motor-Somatosensory C1 C2,C3,C6
ParietalInf Motor-Somatosensory C1 C3,C6
SupraMarginal Motor-Somatosensory C1 C3,C6
Paracentral Motor-Somatosensory C1 C3
Olfactory C1 C5,C6
Hippocampus Emotion-memory C1 C1,C6
ParaHipp Emotion-memory C2 C1,C6
Amygdala Emotion-memory C2 C1,C6
Caudate  C2 C1
Putamen C2 C1
Pallidum C2 C1
Thalamus C2 C1
Insula C4 C3,C6
Frontal-Sup Frontal C3 C4,C5
Frontal-Sup-Orb Frontal C2 C4,C5
Frontal-Mid Frontal C3 C4,C5,C6
Frontal-Mid-Orb Frontal C5 C4,C5
Frontal-Inf-Oper Frontal C4 C4,C5,C6
Frontal-Inf-Tri Frontal C1 C5,C6
Frontal-Inf-Orb Frontal C1 C5,C6
Frontal-Sup-Med Frontal C1 C4,C5
Frontal-Med-Orb Frontal C1 C4,C5
Rectus Frontal C1 C4,C5
Cingulum-Ant Cingulate C3 C4,C5
Cingulum-Mid Cingulate C3 C3
Cingulum-Post Cingulate C3 C4,C5
Cuneus Cingulate C4 C2,C4
Precuneus Cingulate C5 C2,C4
Calcarine Visual C3 C2
Lingual Visual C3 C2
Occipital-Sup Visual C6 C2
Occipital-Mid Visual C6 C2
Occipital-Inf Visual C4 C2
Fusiform Visual C4 C1,C2,C6
Angular Visual C4 C5,C6
Heschl Visual C4
Temporal-Sup Attention C4 C6
Temporal-Pole-Sup Attention C3 C6
Temporal-Mid  Attention C6 C6
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Temporal-Pole-Mid Attention C5 C6
Temporal-Inf Attention C5 C6

ub regions were also identified based on the overlap between
lusters.

CIS replicated the known separation between the two  anti-
orrelated networks in Set 1, while also casting light on the possible
verlap between them. It has been reported that the brain contains
wo anti-correlation networks: one task-positive network which is
ctivated during attention demanding goal-directed tasks (Toro
t al., 2008), and one task-negative network which is deactivated
uring these tasks but active during resting state, also called the
efault mode network (Gusnard and Raichle, 2001; Raichle et al.,
001). The anti-correlation has been confirmed across different
inds of resting states (eyes closed, eyes open, with visual fix-
tion) (Fox et al., 2005; Fransson, 2005), in meta-analysis (Toro
t al., 2008), as well as in a large resting state dataset consist-
ng 1414 subjects (Biswal et al., 2010). Results from the current
tudy imply that there does not seem to be clear boundary between
he two networks. Clustering via K-means (K = 2) grouped the pos-
erior cingulate cortex into the task-positive network (red color

n Fig. 4B) rather than the default mode network (yellow color in
ig. 4B), while the ventral frontal eye fields, the right dorsolateral
refrontal cortex, the left thalamus, the left ventral occipital cortex,
nd the right cerebellum were grouped into the default mode net-
 Methods 199 (2011) 108– 118

work rather than the task-positive network. Similar cross-grouping
were also found in the clustering results of CIS, and CIS further
revealed that the posterior cingulate cortex and the lateral pari-
etal cortex were overlapping elements between the task-positive
network (cluster 3) and the default mode network (cluster 1 and
cluster 2). The lateral parietal cortex is reported to contain neurons
for mediating eye movements driven by memory-guided attention
(Kusunoki and Goldberg, 2003; Goldberg et al., 2006). The posterior
cingulate cortex has been reported to serve important evaluative
functions such as monitoring sensory events and the organism’s
own behavior (Vogt et al., 1992), and it was found to be a key region
in the default mode network of resting state brain (Greicius et al.,
2003), and also play an important role in allocation of attentional
resources (Davis et al., 1997; Small et al., 2003). Consistent with
their known function, our study shows that they are overlapped
regions between the anti-correlated default mode network and the
task positive network, promoting our understanding to their status
in the architecture of brain neural network.

There have been found to be several functional clusters and
functional sub-networks in the whole brain RSN, such as the motor
network (Xiong et al., 1999), the sensorimotor, visual, language,
and auditory clusters (Cordes et al., 2000b), the task-positive and
default mode network (Raichle et al., 2001; Fox et al., 2005),
which has been confirmed to correspond to the activated clusters
involved in specific cognitive tasks (Smith et al., 2009). Simi-
lar functional clusters were also identified in the current study,
including the visual cluster (cluster 2), the sensorimotor clus-
ter (cluster 3), the frontal–cingulate cluster (cluster 4), and the
hippocampus–amygdala cluster (cluster 1). Successful detection of
these clusters further confirms the effectiveness of CIS. Addition-
ally, overlapping was revealed. For instance, the fusiform cortex, a
typical region for the visual cognition (cluster 2) (Kanwisher et al.,
1997; Simons et al., 2003), appeared in the amygdala–hippocampus
cluster (cluster 1). This is consistent with a previous report showing
that the fusiform cortex plays an important role in the formation
(Morris et al., 1999) and recapitulation (Fenker et al., 2005) of emo-
tional memory. Two large clusters were detected. One  includes the
frontal, parietal, angular, olfactory and insular cortex and the hip-
pocampus, amygdala (cluster 5), and the other includes the frontal,
the temporal and the cingulate regions (cluster 6). Cluster 6 might
reflect the hierarchy of these three overlapping functional systems.
Cluster 5 may  indicate the existence of a network for emotional
memory. It has been known that emotion plays an important role
in the formation and consolidation of memory, with the amygdala
and the hippocampus playing a key role in this process (LeDoux,
1993; Hamann, 2001). The frontal and parietal regions, as well as
the insula, have also been found to be critical for spatial and ver-
bal working memory in a number of studies (D’Esposito et al., 1995,
1998; Smith et al., 1996; Hampson et al., 2006). The olfactory cortex,
the angular cortex, and the postcentral cortex serve as the neural
center for olfaction (Zatorre et al., 1992), language (Horwitz et al.,
1998) and somatosensory (Drevets et al., 1995), respectively, in the
human brain. They may  serve as the sensory input to the emotional
memory system in cluster 5, while the primary motor cortex (the
precentral cortex) serves as the output of this system. Further inves-
tigation is required to test this hypothesis. In contrary, the clusters
from K-means are rather small and fractional, unable to reflect the
functional relationships among the brain regions. For instance, the
frontal regions were separated into different clusters and the mid-
dle temporal pole was  grouped into a visual cluster. In summary,
CIS successfully detected the intrinsic functional clusters and sub-
networks in RSN, while also revealing meaningful overlap between

them.

Some regions play critical roles in the brain network by main-
taining connections with many brain regions, thus have been called
hub regions (Achard et al., 2006). Previous studies have identified
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Table 3
Hub  regions shown in Figs. 6 and 7.

Regions IndexHub Networks functional systems Previous report

L R

Cingulum Ant 6.1 6.1 Neg&Abs C 1,3,4
Cuneus  3.1 2.4 Pos C 1,3
Frontal Inf Oper 6.5 6.5 Pos&Neg&Abs F
Frontal Inf Orb 7 5.6 Pos&Neg&Abs F 1,4
Frontal Inf Tri 6.5 6.5 Pos&Neg&Abs F
Frontal Med  Orb 6.8 6.8 Neg&Abs F 4
Frontal  Mid  3.9 3.9 Pos F 1,2,3,4
Frontal  Mid  Orb 4.4 4.4 Pos F 1,2,4
Frontal Sup Orb L 4.1  – Pos F 1,2,4
Frontal Sup Orb R – 5.9 Pos&Neg&Abs F 1,2,4
Frontal Sup R – 2.8 Pos F 1,4
Olfactory  5.3 5.3 Neg&Abs F
Rectus 6.4 6.4 Neg&Abs F
Precentral L 5.4 – Pos&Neg&Abs M 1,2
Precentral  R – 5.4 Neg&Abs M 1
Supp  Motor Area 5.2 3.4 Neg&Abs M 1
Parietal  Inf 4.8 4.8 Neg&Abs P 1,3,4
Parietal  Sup 5 5 Pos&Neg&Abs P 1,3,4
SupraMarginal 3.7  – Neg&Abs P 2,3,4
Angular  3.1 2.4 Pos V 2
Calcarine 4.8  4.8 Pos&Neg&Abs V 1,3
Fusiform  4.5 4.5 Pos&Neg&Abs V 1
Lingual  4.8 4.8 Pos&Neg&Abs V 1,2
Occipital  Inf 5.2 3.8 Pos&Neg&Abs V
Occipital Mid 2 2.6 Pos V 1
Occipital Supp 3.7 3.7 Pos&Neg V 1
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bbreviations: Pos: positive network, Neg: negative network, Abs: absolute networ
e  et al. (2008), 3: Hagmann et al. (2008), and 4: Buckner et al. (2009).

ub regions in the RSN (Achard et al., 2006) and the structural brain
etwork (Hagmann et al., 2008) as well as the neural networks of
ats and macaques (Sporns et al., 2007). Abnormality of hubs was
lso found in patients with Alzheimer’s disease (He et al., 2008;
uckner et al., 2009). Many of the hub regions identified in this
tudy were also reported in previous studies, as summarized in
he last column of Table 3. Whereas previous hub index mainly
eflected how much a region formed connections across the cor-
ex, the hub index used in the current study reflected how actively

 region participated in functional clusters, enabling us to capture
he delicate architecture of the RSN. For instance, a region might
ave weak correlations with many brain regions and, as such, not
ave strong enough connections to form a cohesive cluster despite

 large number of connections. Such a region will not be included
s a hub because our IndexHub set threshold on correlation coeffi-
ients to as high as r = 0.5. Current knowledge in the field does not
llow us to make comparison on the effect of different indexes to
efine the hub regions. Application of the above mentioned hub

ndexes in clinical studies will be able to show the advantage and
isadvantage of each.

Currently,  existing methods for partitioning fMRI data all
mphasize the orthogonality, independence or disjointness among
omponents, which is an assumption that is not strictly justified
onsidering the nature of the neural network of the human brain.
n the current study, CIS has been shown to be able to reveal the
ossible overlap between functional clusters in the brain and to

dentify hub regions in the neural network of human brain. Such
apability is potentially useful in revealing the interleaving con-
ectivity among the delicate architecture of the human brain neural
etwork. Future studies will explore the performance of CIS in task
ctivated brain networks and in clinical application.
ontributions

Study design: X.Y., M.G; data analysis: X.Y., S.K; manuscript
riting: X.Y., S.K., B.B.
ingulum, F: frontal, M: motor, P: parietal, and V: visual; 1: Achard et al. (2006), 2:
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